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News for the youth by the youth

Learners’ experience of Covid-19
AFTER losing almost 54% of their school
year, high school learners feel displaced
returning to the classrooms especially with
their friendships.
The surge of Covid-19 infections has led
to classes opening and closing more than
four times in the last 18 months.
Paulus Kueyo, the head boy of Ella du
Plessis Secondary School, said the first few
days after returning to class were difficult,
especially reconnecting with his friends.
“Going back to school, I saw things
change. My friends who were girls became
distant and later I realised they were pregnant or something else happened. I felt bad.
I felt very bad. I saw how Covid-19 forced
my friends to drop out of school. I was there
at that point but I was strong,” he said.
More than 30 000 pupils did not go back
to school across the country during the
gradual return to classes after the Covid-19
lockdown last year.
Of these, approximately 400 dropped
out of school to take care of family members and loved ones, said education executive director Sanet Steenkamp.
Kueyo and Steenkamp were recently
speaking at the first lady’s town hall meeting
in Windhoek where the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic on the youth was discussed.
This, Kueyo said, combined with the loss
of family members all around him made
it overwhelming especially after hearing
about one of his teachers who died.
“Going back to school and learners complaining about teachers who are not teaching,
this was also another whole burden on me.
Coming from home with my problems
and getting to school to hear more problems. Then I hear my teacher also died,” he
explained.

PERPETUATING THE BULLYING
CULTURE ON TWITTER

DIFFICULT TIMES ... Paulus Kueyo, the head boy of Ella du Plessis Secondary School and
Agnes Muranda from Hage Geingob High School shared their Covid-19 experiences with
other learners saying the new normal has been filled with pressure and difficulty to adapt.
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Kueyo added learning from home was
difficult because there was no manual to
tell him how to do it and the distractions
from outside easily got to him.
“It started at home, it was hard to take
my books because I live in the location
where the boys would just pull up and say
‘let’s chill and leave school because there’s
no class for now’ and I would be there considering it,” he said.
Another learner from Hage Geingob
High School, Agnes Muranda, explained
that they are under immense pressure as
they are now expected to write examinations on a syllabus in which they are far
behind and will not seem to finish.
“The exams will come with questions
from the syllabus we did not finish. They
will not ask half questions, like it will not

say because you missed out on the second semester. Right now, we have tasks
to complete and exams to write all in one
month. That is the pressure we have as
learners,” frustrated Muranda said.
Muranda said the current academic resources are limited in comparison to the
examinations they are expected to write in
September, to end the semester, as well as
the external exams in November.
“We cannot go to libraries because
most of them are closed. We cannot go to
other schools to consult with other learners because the protocols do not allow
us,” she explained.
BY: SHELLEYGAN PETERSEN
(pshelleygan@gmail.com)

Felisberto’s passion is to help
northern youth get ahead
DETERMINED and self-driven, Jackson
Felisberto, continues to contribute to the
country’s social development and young
people’s lives across the northern part of
the country.
As part of giving back to the community,
the 31-year-old from Ondangwa in the Oshana region, has initiated several programmes
and events benefitting many young Namibians in the north, starting from a feeding
scheme, charity, activation campaigns and
sports events.
Felisberto started in 2018 by organising
the Ondangwa Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) Youth Expo, which aims to give
equal opportunities to Namibian youth.
The idea is for them to come together with a common purpose of creating
self-employment, sharing business ideas,
motivating, and marketing their business
products, and making a profit to sustain
themselves and their families.
“The Expo has become one of the most
active and annual events, showing a rapidly
increasing number of locals, among others
Namibian graduates taking part,” explained
Felisberto.
Last year, he teamed up with Namib
Mills to initiate a campaign of Sugar King
School Activation, where they donated bags
of sugar to schools in different northern regions (Oshana, Ohangwena, Oshikoto, Omusati, and Kavango East and West).

According to Felisberto, the main aim
was to meet the government halfway by
making sure schools do not run out of sugar
for their feeding programmes.
During the two-year campaign they also
get a chance to motivate the learners to
study hard to do their best to accomplish
their dreams.
Apart from that, he initiated a feeding
scheme, Da Silva Northern Charity Soup
Kitchen, which so far has fed up to 500 children suffering from homelessness, hunger,
lack of love and support.
“I opened this charity with the main aim
of making sure that no children will go hungry to bed in my hometown,” said Felisberto.
His best project was to host the Top
Score Oshiwana 7-Aside Tournament, sponsored by Top Score, to a tune of more than
N$ 90 000.
Felisberto said the event benefitted
many young people positively in sports because events with a lot of money and great
prizes are rare in the northern regions.
He added his recent role models are
Christine Mboma and Beatrice Masilingi for
their exceptional performances at the Olympics in Tokyo. They proudly put Namibia on
top of the world map.
“Recently, I was awarded as an ambassador of Real Good Chicken in Ondangwa
by Namib Mills. I am currently working on
improving my services at Luxury Street

Food Kapana, which opened in my location (Uupopo, Ondangwa) recently,” he
said.
“Youth must expect a lot from me. The
good news is that once Covid-19 gets better in the country and contact sport restrictions are lifted, we will host bigger and better events, with bigger prizes to be won.”
By: PINEHAS NAKAZIKO
(pinehas@versatileagency.com)

SELF-DRIVEN ... Jackson Felisberto has
youth in the north at heart.

LAST month the YouthQuake ran vox pops
on the real-life effects of cyberbullying on
young people, a topic that I believe to be of
great significance. Among the contributors
was Miss Universe Namibia 2018, Selma
Kamanya, who shared that “unlimited access to the internet, especially amongst
teenagers, is leading to constant comparison and slandering of one another”. An issue that has for some reason become accepted in our societies today.
The use of the internet and social media in Namibia has over the years become
an everyday thing, with social network sites
bringing a range of benefits, and opportunities, for people to empower themselves
in various ways. With platforms such as
Twitter, Namibians from all walks of life
now have access to more timely information than ever before. They can now develop their self-confidence, social skills and
maintain social connections that otherwise
wouldn’t be possible. All this gave rise to
what is known today as NAM Twitter.
Like the well-known ‘Black Twitter’, NAM
Twitter was set up to be an inclusive community where Namibians alike connect and
share their thoughts. But as fate would
have it, NAM Twitter too would grow to be a
rose with its own thorns. But my point here
isn’t to talk about what we already know,
that bullies’ behavior usually stems from
their own problems, no.
With Twitter being a free speech wing
of the free speech party, NAM Twitter has
today turned into somewhere people from
all corners of the country are effortlessly
trolled, shamed, defamed and harassed.
All of which is laughed about and disguised
under the pop culture of ‘memes’ because
memes are considered to be cool and most
of the users on Twitter want to be cool.
While some situations are truly well deserving of a societal laugh, most are just
victims of the ruthlessness of Namibians
on Twitter. Some have had their careers
built on Twitter only for NAM Twitter to destroy them. The fact is, nobody is safe on
NAM Twitter; not ordinary beings; not social
figures; not politicians and most certainly
not brands. All have fallen victim and now
have to think twice before they tweet as
they’ll be subjected to the ruthlessness of
NAM Twitter.
Yes, trolling can be humorous and amusing but when real-life problems like someone’s pain or misfortune are persistently
dragged into, obnoxiously commented on
and turned into a laughing stock or a meme,
it can also be hurtful and very embarrassing. So, the next time you’re on NAM Twitter
and want to take the piss out of something,
remember that trolling is done between
friends or to be silly. When you try to make
derogatory comments, make someone feel
bad or embarrass them, you’re actually perpetuating the bullying culture.
BY: JOSUA HAMUNYELA
(editorial@nmt.africa)

Thrifting is the way to go
BE unique, style up and make sure to drip
hard with your next outfit from Para & Todia.
Thrifting is the act of shopping at a thrift store,
flea market or garage sale with the intention
of finding unique items at low prices. It celebrates recycling formerly-owned items and
finding a new use and new love for materials.
Thrifting has predominantly shifted shopping
culture, even the language used to describe it
has now noticeably changed, becoming cooler with colloquial slang.
According to a 2021 survey conducted by
the Thred-UP, the resale of second-hand clothing is projected to grow by 5.4 times over the
next five years and second hand is expected
to be twice as big as fast fashion by 2030.
Reselling clothing, better known as thrifting,
is quickly entering the Namibian mainstream
and even our local influencers and celebrities
are starting to embrace and promote it.
If you have ever gone thrifting then you will
know that there are many grand, unique, high
quality and vintage silhouettes that have the
potential to completely transform your look.
For this reason alone, thrifting for many is no
longer a choice but an absolute necessity.
Today, a number of young entrepreneurial-minded folks are seeing an opportunity
in the thrifting culture to not only provide
garments that are justified by most labour

REDEFINING SHOPPING ...Todia Thrift and
Paramount Stitch.
standards, but also to fill their pockets. One
of the fastest growing and much-loved thrift
stores Paramount Stitch, which currently only
operates online, is all about providing one-ofa-kind thrifted jackets as well as accessories
that can style up anyone’s look, “with the current generation always looking to maintain a
unique look, thrifting has definitely come of
importance, items such as those you get from
Paramount Stitch are one of one items but yet
very affordable. Though there are still many
who have some wild misconceptions about
thrifted items, if you aspire to style up or drip

YouthSpeak Vox Pops
How has Covid-19 impacted your business?
Germanus Kondjeni
Kaimbi - Taxi owner
As much as it doesn’t
seem to be, the taxi
business is probably one of the biggest
negatively affected ever
since the pandemic began. As much as the government tried to compensate by increasing the
taxi fares, it still made it very difficult for taxi
drivers to find customers as people were either
stuck at home or had lost their jobs. Because
of all this, it became more and more difficult
for taxi drivers to make enough to sustain the
business or let alone themselves. It has taken
a huge knock and all this led to disputes between us the owners and the taxi drivers, because of the money we expect at the end of
the business day. All in all, the business is now
not as lucrative.

Emily Kandanga Personal trainer
When the pandemic hit, we
had to force ourselves to be innovative and creative with the ways
we delivered our different services. The whole situation forced
us to explore different revenue streams
because we at some point found that
gyms closed down and we weren’t able
to make money from our main source
of revenue. This did however allow the
team to create a merchandise line, which
gave us an opportunity to enhance our
service offering and as well create other
streams of revenue to keep the business
afloat. So from that angle, it did produce
some positives.

hard on a budget yet maintain a unique
look, then thrift is definitely the wave”.
Just like Paramount Stitch, Todia Thrift
is amongst the high quality, fashion forward, vintage thrift stores that are busy
deconstructing the misconception of thrift
clothing and items being unhygienic. Todia Thrift, which is more well established,
has been making major waves over the
past few years. Since day one, they always
sold Grade ‘A’ clean and undamaged preloved wear, they have even launched a
website this year to give their customers
greater access to items before purchase.
Todia Thrift say that they desire to provide
fashion forward yet quality clothing to all
Namibians without emptying their pockets. Also importantly, they provide opportunities for others locally to start their own
side hustles/businesses by selling grade A
bales (clothing in bulk).
Although the times we are living in
are really uncertain, the sky still remains
the limit for these two. Paramount Stitch
turned two years old in early July this
year and hopes to follow in the footsteps
of Todia Thrift, by establishing a physical
thrift shop where clients can come and get
themselves quality yet affordable items
and further boost and grow the thrifting
culture.
BY: JOSUA HAMUNYELA
(editorial@nmt.africa)
Taimi Nuunyango –
Makeup artist
The
pandemic affected my
business drastically, with strict
restrictions at the
beginning of the
lockdown period, I
was forced to refund a number of large
events such as weddings that had been
booked prior to the crisis. With the closure of restaurants and restriction public gatherings it meant that the income
was highly affected as people had nowhere to go. However, I responded to
all that by getting out of my comfort
zone and seeking new channels to interact with my clients. My approach to
surviving the pandemic makes a handy
checklist for other entrepreneurs, that is
equally applicable in good times as well
as bad times: Take stock, be flexible and
accommodate change, reinvent yourself and be strategic when planning.

YOUNG ENTERTAINERS

Hendrina Yeezir: A young star in the making
reaches for the stars with his music

KEETMANSHOOP-born, Otijwarongo native Kondja Abel, popularly known as Yeezir, has seemingly come out of nowhere
to stake his claim as one of the country’s
fastest rising musicians. The first song he
ever recorded entitled ‘Rolls Royce’ is now a
smash hit, but before that Yeezir wanted to
be a soccer star.
“That was the first time I had ever been
in the studio, but as a kid I had never envisioned myself making music even though
my brother and his group of friends were
always in the house making music. It was
until one of the songs I recorded went viral
in my town, but although I did music with
ease I never intended for it to be out there
because I was shy,” he said.
The 20-year-old’s musical journey picked
up when he finally decided to swallow his
pride and send the music to some local musicians, who did not take him seriously. But
one of the record labels, YNOT Records did
and took him under their wing.
“I don’t blame the artists I DM’d before
YNOT, but look where I am now? I did not

make it yet, but I’m well on my way,” Yeezir
added.
He says that local music is not taken seriously internationally, and that drives him
to be a beacon of hope for the new wave
of Namibian talent, and the current state of
the music industry is what inspires him.
“Although the veterans in the music industry try to do it, we are still not even selling
a lot of music to our neighboring countries.
I want to make it a norm for foreigners to
tap into our music. I should be able to drop
an album and someone in Nigeria should
be able to talk about it and download it,” he
said.
Other music inspirations include local
heavyweights like Gazza and King Tee Dee,
but his biggest inspiration is fellow Otjiwarongo native DJ Castro. Yeezir also does
not like to be boxed into a certain type of
genre and says that he can do anything he
puts his mind to, as long as he likes it.
His young career has already set him up
to work with other talented musicians like
Ronaldo The Violinist, Skype, Kalux, but the
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ON THE MOVE … Yeezir, rising all the way
to the top.
most notable feature according to him is
Nokwazi from South Africa.
“Being in the music industry for a little
over a year, I must say that working with
Nokwazi is like a blessing from God. That
changed my whole mindset and perspective of music,” he said.
Yeezir confirmed that his debut album will be released early next year, but
he intends releasing a summer single to
relieve his fans from the wait. He is also
set to be featured on DJ Castro’s latest
album which is due to be released in October.
BY: PINEHAS NAKAZIKO
(pinehas@versatileagency.com)

Readers Views
THE recent edition of The Quake newsletter was a fantastic read. All the stories
told held such powerful messages. Stories
from the young lady who is empowering
the women and girls of her community to
get their voices back, how entitlement is
ruining our society, to the African Grain
Carriers who produce basic and affordable
flour to contribute to Namibia’s food security. Such golden content, but I must say,
the vox pops on cyberbullying was a standout as it highlighted, that even in these
trying times, the very platforms that are
supposed to be bringing us closer, to network and engagement, are the same platforms where people are being dragged and
defamed and constantly being made feel
uncomfortable. This is a definite issue that
needs some light shed on it. I really look
forward to reading the next edition.
BY: SOBBY HAIXUNA
(shaixuma@gmail.com)
THE Namibia Media Trust
released its fifth episode
of #ItsAQuake on Wednesday, 1 September 2021
featured a discusVODCAST which
sion on the effects of cyberbullying on young people. In this episode,
host Paul Munanjala was joined by deputy
minister of the Ministry of Information and
Communication Technology (MICT), Emma
Theofelus, and LLB law graduate and master’s degree law student, Anné Otto. If you
missed this exciting discussion make sure
to follow the link below to the NMT YouTube page: shorturl.at/quAEY

The Namibia Media Trust
continues to inspire youth

THE Namibia Media Trust will host its third
instalment of the annual #YouQuakeNam
event from 17-19 September 2021 at Oka
handja.
The event is aimed at empowering
young people with knowledge and information to strengthen their participation in decision-making, thereby encouraging them
to realise and claim their unique power to
influence their communities. The event coordinator, Emilia Paulus, said this year, due to
the Covid-19 restrictions, the YouthQuake will
take on a slightly different format, where a selected group of participants will convene for
a special Leadership Bootcamp.
Paulus also said that although this is the
first time the event is taking place during the
new normal, the team is hard at work to ensure that the #YouthQuake flavour is maintained while adhering to Covid-19 guidelines.
“Participants will not only have fun, engage and network in a youth-friendly environment, but they will also get a chance to benefit from enlightening sessions facilitated by
youthful Namibians from various fields” she
said.

Meme of
the Month
When the Debit
orders are done
with you!!
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